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Music, singing and movement greatly support literacy development for young
children. Singing and acting out simple songs teaches children how language is
constructed and assists with the acquisition of language. Music and movement can
help children to learn vocabulary, the alphabet, the sounds of the language and
particular letters. This helps them to develop phonological awareness, build phonics
skills and more. This booklet presents songs for the soft introduction into the English
writing system. The songs are specifically written to help literacy development for
young children. Teaching the songs in classrooms during the implementation phase
of our project showed that the children loved singing and signing them and that the
lyrics made a way into children's minds effortlessly and that the songs remained in
their memory long after the instruction time was over.

The songs are adapted to teach children between the ages of 2 to 4 in the UK within
the Early Years framework literacy curriculum or children between the ages of 2 to 7
who are learning English as a second language. The lyrics are accompanied by the
pictures of engaging characters and of gestures of KEY consonant-vowel-consonant
(CVC) words. The songs lead children to easily recognise the short simple familiar
words with their simple pattern which later helps them to transform individual sounds
into words and the other way around.

Below is a brief description of how our songs can help within the five areas of
reading instruction: phonological awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and
comprehension:

●    Phonological Awareness: Many songs are packed with alliteration and
rhyme. As children pay attention and listen, sing and sign to these songs they
recognize individual sounds within a word and notice the same sounds in
different words.

●    Phonics: After children have become familiar with a song you can put the
worksheet with the basic CVC words in front of them. As they recognize the
first letters in key words and can start to be introduced to the code of the
written language.

●    Fluency: Repetition is key to fluency, and music and signing makes
repeated practice enjoyable! Children are able to experiment with their first
key words and rhyming through song. Songs and signing also discourage
speed and encourage prolong the attention of the children.

●    Vocabulary/Comprehension: Many songs provide lively oral language
experiences. Children repeatedly hear and recall vocabulary using the simple
melodies.



The booklet should be used with the Through Gestures and Music into the world
of Phonics web page and e learning platform where you can find additional
teaching materials and ideas of lesson plans.

Through Gestures and Music into the world of Phonics is an Erasmus Plus project
involving partners from the United Kingdom, Czechia and Slovenia. The project has
been testing and developing a new approach of introducing the written system of
English language to children using signs and music. Our experience has shown that
children can thoroughly enjoy learning and entering the world of letters, sounds and
first written words through the media of music and gestures. For us, educators was
especially enjoyable to see the full participation of children with special need.
More information available from our website http://gem-erasmusplus.com













































This booklet presents the lyrics and music for 20 songs, which have been specifically written to

help literacy development for young children. The songs which are fun and easy to remember

are also available on our project website http://gem-erasmusplus.com The website and

eLearning portfolio also includes videos of students singing the songs using the signs. Our

experience is that by watching the videos, children pick up language quickly by learning the

signs and singing the songs.

The songs aim to teach children between the ages of 2 to 4 in the UK within the Early Years

framework literacy curriculum or children between the ages of 2 to 7 who are learning English

as a second language. The songs lead children to easily recognise the short simple familiar

words with their simple pattern which later helps them to transform individual sounds into words

and the other way around. Your child’s learning of English will be helped by learning the signs

whist singing the songs. All of the lyrics are accompanied by visual signs of the key words. The

process helps children to recall the particular word of phrase. The signs are based on British

sign language.

This brochure has been produced and the methods tested within the Through Gestures and

Music into the World of Phonics” Erasmus plus project. More information is available from

http://gem-erasmusplus.com


